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Introduction

This guide is intended for municipal officials responsible for information technology or 
procurement in Canadian cities.

This document is an integral part of the open procurement approach developed by Open 
North1 based on successful experiments conducted by several Canadian cities, including 
Montreal (Quebec) and Bridgewater (Nova Scotia).

This guide is part of Open North’s participation in the Community Solutions Network, a 
community-centric platform for communities to connect and build a national centre of 
excellence in open smart cities. A program of Future Cities Canada, the Network receives 
funding from the Government of Canada. As the project lead, Evergreen is working with lead 
technical partner Open North and other partners to provide valuable information, learning 
opportunities, advisory and capacity building services to Canadian communities in key areas 
of data and technology, helping to improve the lives of residents.  

The purpose of this document is to recommend best practices to be followed when 
establishing relationships with private suppliers. We cover both information technology 
procurement and the conduct of ethical relationships with current or potential private 
suppliers.

1 This includes, among other things, training courses, governance principles, tools for conducting 
neutral market analysis, and total cost of ownership analysis.
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Outline of best practices to be followed:  
Open and Ethical Procurement Ecosystem

Scope 
definition

IT standards 
research

Search for 
features

Electronic 
interrogation 
of suppliers

• Discovering solutions
• Discover common features 

(maximize compliant 
offerings)

• Eliminate underperforming 
solutions

• Equity among suppliers
• Maximize compliant responses
• Centralized governance of IT acquisitions
• Public money = public code
• Quality assessment (level of response to 

neutral criteria)
• Technical scenarios for criteria evaluation
• Deployment pilots (conditional call for 

tenders)

• Direct targeting (by name) of suppliers
• Indirect targeting (by criteria) of suppliers
• Non-disclosure agreements
• Use of tender templates from suppliers
• Supplier writing assistance

• Priority of local law
• Conflict resolution
• Data hosting location
• Exclusive ownership of data
• Intellectual property
• Anti-corruption and conflict of interest
• Exit costs

• Entrusting suppliers with mission-
critical systems for cities

• Entrust the hosting of personal data 
to third parties

• Publish call for tenders
• Publish bidders’ bids and winners
• Publish contracts
• Publish the execution performance 

of awarded contracts;
• Publish unit prices of goods;
• Publish risk analyses;
• Publish the expense evolution 

related to each contract.

• Only designated IT + app. staff can meet with
• Any request for a meeting by an IT provider 

(including elected officials) should be directed 
to the Chief Information Officer.

• Publish meetings

NDA

Demos

Acquisition 
strategy

Relations with 
suppliers

Governance

Transparency

Neutral 
market 
analysis

Benchmarking

Total cost of 
ownership 

analysis

Recommended 
practices

Calls for 
tenders

Recommended 
practices

Prohibited 
or unethical 

practices

High-risk 
practices

Transparency 
practices

Contractual 
provisions

Define the problem 
correctly
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Defining the Problem

Before contacting vendors (or purchasing a technology solution), it is important to properly 
define the problem you want to solve. Seemingly simple in appearance, this axiom is often 
overlooked by those who prepare tenders, an oversight that can have negative and very 
costly consequences.

Here are some typical examples of correct and incorrect problem definitions.

Example 1

Incorrect problem definition Correct problem definition

The police department asks IT management to 
purchase the ID card creation system used by the 
provincial police, invoking the urgent need for it 
and its fair price.

After discussion with the police department, it 
appears that the correct definition for the problem 
is:

During an emergency, I need to secure a perimeter 
on several levels AND to know in real time where 
the respondents are.

Explanation Explanation

This problem definition is incorrect for the 
following reasons:

a) It does not define a problem to be solved but 
targets a solution;

b) It assumes that the solution is the best solution;

c) It assumes that the costs are license-related 
only.

Thanks to this discussion, IT managers made some 
discoveries:

a) The solution to this problem involves several 
business units within the City, such as the Fire 
Department, Public Works, and potentially, 
partners outside the City such as ambulance 
services and public safety;

b) In light of the above, IT management is already 
aware that it will cost significantly more than 
the police service anticipates and that the 
provincial police solution is inadequate;

c) IT management will need to conduct market 
intelligence to determine what the industry has 
to offer. 
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Example 2

Incorrect problem definition Correct problem definition

The IT department decides to upgrade its desktop 
suite to its cloud-based version. Indeed, the 
provincial shared services centre has an agreement 
that allows them to purchase this version without 
going through a public tendering process, thus 
allowing for a quick and easy transition.

In this case, the correct definition would be:

I need to assess the benefits and feasibility of 
using a cloud computing suite.

Explanation Explanation

This problem definition is incorrect for the 
following reasons:

a) It is inconsistent with a principle of public 
procurement, i.e. to give all suppliers an oppor-
tunity to bid;

b) It assumes that the costs are lower than 
those that could be obtained through a public 
tendering process won by the current supplier 
or one of its competitors;

c) It assumes that the costs of migrating to a new 
solution would be higher;

d) It assumes that switching to a cloud-based 
solution is less costly.

This problem definition requires that the following 
analysis be made before reaching a conclusion:

a) Review market bids by comparing their common 
international functionalities and technical 
standards to arrive at a call for tenders that 
allows major industry players to submit 
compliant bids; 

b) Evaluate how much it will cost you to acquire, 
deploy, and maintain the solution for several 
years, and to “exit” it (total cost of ownership 
analysis2); 

c) Evaluate the difference between the mainte-
nance costs of a locally hosted solution and a 
cloud-based solution. 

2 “Total cost of ownership” (TCO) is the actual cost to be incurred by an organization from acquisition to final disposal at the 
end of a product’s useful life. These costs are often defrayed by divisions other than those acquiring the product. “For this 
reason, they are rarely considered as a whole at the acquisition stage” ECPAR (2018).
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Example 3

Incorrect problem definition Correct problem definition

The fire department is asking the IT department 
to purchase e-learning software to reduce their 
labour costs, as every time a firefighter leaves for 
training, they are replaced by another firefighter 
who is paid on a time and a half basis.

In this case, one of the correct definitions would 
be:

I need to assess the benefits and feasibility of 
reducing my training costs.

Explanation Explanation

This problem definition is incorrect for the 
following reasons:

a) Its scope is organizational; 

b) It targets a type of solution.

If e-learning software is assumed to be one of 
the preferred technology choices, then the IT 
department must first determine whether other 
business units would benefit from such a solution 
(broaden the scope).

It will then be necessary to: 

a) Review market bids by comparing their common 
international functionalities and technical 
standards to arrive at a call for tenders that 
allows major industry players to submit 
compliant bids; 

b) Evaluate how much giving part of the online 
training will help you save in terms of 
face-to-face training, overtime, etc. and how 
much it will cost you to acquire, deploy and 
maintain the solution for several years (total 
cost of ownership analysis). 
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Establishing Partnerships With the Private Sector

BEST PRACTICES

While public procurement laws, regulations, and procedures vary considerably from province 
to province, there are common principles to follow, as well as principles and practices that 
Open North recommends you follow.

Fairness towards suppliers

The cardinal principle to be respected in public procurement is to always give all suppliers 
the opportunity to submit compliant bids on public procurement.

Not doing so − i.e. targeting a supplier directly (by name) or indirectly (through selection 
criteria targeting a specific supplier) − is considered unethical behaviour that is contrary to 
this principle and, in several provinces, can even be an illegal practice

Maximize compliant responses

Whether the procurement is a public tender or an untendered procurement, the goal 
should always be to maximize the number of compliant bidders in order to ensure fairness, 
promote competition, and reduce costs and risks.

To achieve this, Open North suggests that you follow the following governance principles, if 
you have not already integrated them into your general procurement policy or your infor-
mation technology procurement policy:

a. The information technology department is the only administrative entity authorized to 
make decisions on information technology acquisitions. This means that it is the final 
authority in the matter, including the public security services.

b. The Information Technology and Procurement Departments are the only administrative 
entities authorized to meet with actual or potential suppliers.

c. The City is the only organization authorized to undertake consultations with its 
citizens. This means that the City will not contract out public consultations to private 
companies.

d. All data produced by the City and its suppliers is the collective property of citizens. 
This paves the way for proactive disclosure of city data (open data) and measures to 
prevent the data from being resold to third parties.

e. All decisions regarding IT acquisitions are made after conducting a neutral market 
analysis3 (including the open source), a total cost of ownership analysis, and a security 
analysis. This ensures that acquisition decisions are made based on facts.

3 Normally, these analyses should be done by corporate, business, or solution architect officials. 
If a city does not have the resources to conduct this type of analysis, be sure to outsource it to 
independent firms.
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ETHICAL RELATIONSHIPS WITH SUPPLIERS

Meeting with suppliers, whether before or during the course of a contract, is a delicate 
operation for public bodies (sometimes regulated by legislation in some provinces) and a 
number of practices should be followed in all circumstances.

a. Non-Disclosure Agreements

Since cities are public bodies subject to transparency rules for public procurement, 
they should refuse to sign non-disclosure agreements with suppliers.

b. Meetings or Exchanges With suppliers

i. Only a small number of officials designated by the General Manager should be 
authorized to discuss with or meet with current or potential suppliers. In the case 
of information technology, they should be procurement officials and information 
technology architects. 

ii. Any request for a meeting by an information technology provider (including elected 
officials) should be directed to the Chief Information Officer.

iii. Any meetings or exchanges, electronic or otherwise, between an information 
technology provider and the City should be documented and ideally published on 
the City’s open data platform.

iv. Never accept or ask a supplier to demonstrate its products. This type of exchange 
must be framed by a tendering process as it may place the city in a conflict of 
interest situation.

c. Supplier’s Contribution to the Call for Tenders Drafting

Involving suppliers in the drafting of public tenders is an unethical practice, contrary 
to open markets (it gives an undue competitive advantage to a supplier) and, in some 
provinces, potentially illegal.

Where a supplier has participated in any way in an activity or in the preparation of 
documents that gives it an advantage on a related project, the originator should 
explicitly announce in the publication of the call for tender or by addendum that such 
supplier or people may not participate in the bidding process

d. Requests for Information

Cities, uncertain about the level of market response, often issue requests for infor-
mation to suppliers.

This practice takes time and is of little use. 

Instead, after defining the problems to be solved, we suggest that you conduct neutral 
market watches to find out the suppliers response capacity.
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SUPPLY 

Public procurement of information technology and the different business models of the 
private sector are extremely complex. Thanks to its numerous exchanges with Canadian 
municipalities and its network of researchers, Open North recommends that you follow the 
practices below in your public contracts, and of course have them written by your lawyers.

a. Primacy of Local Law

Suppliers licensing agreements, including foreign suppliers, often provide that 
disputes relating to contracts be heard in the supplier’s country.

It is therefore prudent to include contractual provisions that ensure that the courts of 
your province have jurisdiction.

Similarly, it is important to provide that in the event of a dispute, your contract will 
take precedence over your suppliers’ license agreements.

b. Dispute Resolution Provision

When you acquire a solution or services, it is important to include contractual provi-
sions describing precisely how conflicts are to be resolved (deployment, installation, 
resource allocation, quality of vendor resources, vendor performance evaluation, etc.).

c. Protection of Privacy

The protection of citizens’ privacy and personal information has become a hot 
topic and the notion of citizens’ personal information has broadened to include all 
biometric data concerning them. 

Cities must now consider not only the personal data they hold on their computer 
systems, but also those potentially held by their IT suppliers and subcontractors, as 
well as non-profit organizations mandated by the City.

Open North recommends that you avoid entrusting any type of personal information 
to private IT companies; keep everything on your own systems, and strengthen your 
internal security measures. 

The numerous scandals linked to cyber-attacks (LifeLabs, Capital One, cities of 
Burlington, Stratford and Woodstock) demonstrate the relative usefulness of 
contractual provisions for the protection of personal data. In this case, citizens’ confi-
dence in government IT infrastructure must be maintained at all costs.

d. Data Hosting Location

We suggest that you include contractual provisions to ensure that data on a supplier’s 
computer systems are hosted in Canada.

This provision should include the vendor’s redundancy IT infrastructure.

e. Intellectual Property and Data Ownership

Intellectual property must be the subject of several contractual provisions to the effect 
of:

• Ensuring that the supplier and its subcontractors hold all property rights to the 
software, equipment, and documents they use in connection with their contract.

https://torontosun.com/news/national/extremely-troubling-private-health-data-of-15m-canadians-compromised-in-lifelabs-cyberattack
https://www.priv.gc.ca/en/opc-news/news-and-announcements/2019/an_190731_02/
https://www.itworldcanada.com/article/ontario-city-stung-for-503000-in-switched-bank-account-fraud/419007
https://www.stratfordbeaconherald.com/news/local-news/stratford-paid-more-than-75000-in-bitcoin-following-cyber-attack
https://www.woodstocksentinelreview.com/news/local-news/cyber-attack-costs-woodstock-more-than-660k-report
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• Ensuring all documents produced for the City in connection with the contract are 
the sole property of the City.

For data produced by the City and hosted by a supplier (or a not-for-profit organization 
mandated by the City), as well as data produced using supplier software and particu-
larly cloud computing software, Open North recommends that you include contractual 
provisions that:

• Stipulate that all such data is the exclusive property of the City;

• That this data may not be accessed, sold, or shared without the written permission 
of the Information Technology Branch.

f. Public Money = Public Code

Increasingly, it is necessary for cities to have vendors develop modifications to their 
software or to have applications developed, such as computer programming interfaces 
(APIs) to link systems together.

It is recommended that cities include contractual provisions providing that they 
remain the exclusive owners of this code.

This measure has several useful objectives for cities: 

i. They can then release this code under an open source license, thereby encouraging 
the local IT industry and reducing contract handcuffing; 

ii. They promote the interoperability of computer systems; 

iii. They avoid giving a competitive advantage to a supplier with taxpayers’ money.

g. Anti-Corruption Measures

Legislation to help Canadian cities fight corruption and collusion in government 
procurement varies widely from a province to another, with the most comprehensive 
having been adopted in Quebec. In addition, offices of the inspector general4 have 
been created in some cities with the power to cancel suspicious municipal contracts. 

In terms of public contracts, the first effective control measure is the publication of 
open data on public tenders and contracts. This data should include5, as a minimum, 
the following information:

• The execution performance of the contracts awarded;

• The unit prices of goods;

• The risk analyses;

• The expense evolution related to each contract.

Cities should also consider the inclusion of basic anti-corruption6 and conflict of 
interest clauses in their tenders.

4 See, for example, the site of the Office of the Inspector General of the City of Montreal.

5 For the moment, the City of Montreal is the only Canadian city (to our knowledge) to publish its 
public contracts.

6 They could use as examples those of the International Chamber of Commerce.

https://www.bigmtl.ca/en/
https://ville.montreal.qc.ca/vuesurlescontrats/?date_gt=2012-01-01&date_lt=2017-09-30&value_gt=0&value_lt=1000000000&type=contract&offset=0&limit=20&order_by=value&order_dir=desc&procuring_entity=comite-executif;conseil-dagglomeration;conseil-municipal;fonctionnaires&activity=Arrondissements;Communications+et+relations+publiques;Développement+économique;Environnement;Foncier;Gestion+de+l'information;Immeubles+et+terrains;Infrastructures;Juridique;Organisation+et+administration;Ressources+financières;Ressources+humaines;Ressources+matérielles+et+services;Sécurité+publique;Sports,+loisirs,+culture+et+développement+social;Transport;Urbanisme+et+habitation;Autres
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h. Proposal Evaluations

The evaluation of bidders’ proposals should always be detailed in a call for tenders 
and leave as little room as possible for subjectivity. Here are some useful practices you 
can follow:

• Evaluate the conformity of the bidders’ response based on neutral functional and 
technical criteria (international standards). Limit the number of mandatory (elimi-
nation) criteria. Do not include software names.

• Give maximum score to the quality of proposals (level of response to the criteria) 
rather than just the price.

• Do not use complex scoring systems for criteria. They should only be either 
mandatory or optional, the latter having a value of 1 point.

• Set the threshold for passing the optional criteria at a minimum of 70%.7

• When creating your selection panel, avoid including the people who wrote the call 
for tender.

• Rather than asking suppliers for demonstrations: 

i. Write and integrate scenarios based on your evaluation criteria into your call for 
tender to verify their technical assertions;

ii. Ask vendors for access to their software; 

iii. Form a technical committee to evaluate the veracity of the suppliers’ claims to 
the selection jury.

• Conduct implementation pilots (paid for by the City) for certain large-scale, 
high-risk projects; the success of these pilots is conditional on the full call for 
tenders awards.

• Never ask a supplier to help you write a call for tender.

• Never use tender templates provided by a supplier.

i. Publication of Public Offers

Ensuring that your tender is seen by potential suppliers is one more way to foster 
competition, reduce risk and price, and avoid having only one compliant supplier, 
which often forces cities to start their tendering process from scratch.

If all cities are obligated to post their tenders on provincial procurement platforms, 
there are three ways to increase the visibility of your tender after it has been posted:

• Publish your call for tender on specialized free distribution platforms (e.g. MERX).

• Send a notice (separately) pointing to your tender to suppliers identified by your 
Market Watch.

• Translate your tender into English or French. If applicable, you must indicate which 
version has legal value.

7 Having carried out a neutral market analysis will have allowed you to know what is common to the 
main players, what can be made mandatory, and to rule out vapourware sellers.
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j. Strategic Procurement Considerations

i. Procurement Strategies

The context of information technology and international relations is in constant 
evolution. 

In recent years, several governments have adopted “cloud-based first” or “open source 
first” information technology procurement strategies.

Open North believes that such strategies are inappropriate for governments, particu-
larly because they often limit access to government procurement to entire industries 
and deprive governments of solutions that may be better suited to particular contexts.

Open North believes that the only sound public procurement strategy is to focus on 
meeting the needs of citizens and to use any technology that can best meet those 
needs.

ii. Mission Critical Systems

Security problems (phishing, ransoming, data theft, denial of service attacks, sabotage, 
etc.) experienced by suppliers are endemic. We strongly suggest that cities, as part of 
their procurement strategies implementation, carefully analyze the risks of entrusting 
third parties with the operation of IT systems that enable them to carry out their 
critical missions to citizens, for example:

• public safety systems (911, dispatch, etc.)

• urban navigation and traffic systems;

• lighting systems;

• municipal plant operating systems;

• power generation and distribution systems;

• building management systems;

• sensor management systems (Internet of Things).
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About Open North

Founded in 2011, Open North is Canada’s leading not-for-profit organization specializing 
in open smart cities, governance and data management, open government, data-sharing 
partnerships, digital inclusion, open procurement, and the ethics of artificial intelligence. 
We work with public and private partners and research partners, as well as with community 
stakeholders. We work collectively to solve problems and encourage effective, respon-
sible, and collaborative use of data and technology. We cultivate peer networks on data 
and technology, both nationally and internationally, to amplify our collective influence. We 
bring together communities of practice and connect public administrators, researchers, civic 
leaders, and exemplary thinkers and practitioners.

Conclusion

This document is an open and ethical procurement guide and recommends basic good 
practices to be followed when establishing relationships with private suppliers. It is an 
integral part of the open procurement approach developed by Open North based on 
successful experiments conducted by several Canadian cities.

Open North’s Advisory Service team is available to help communities with additional 
support on open procurement processes and other topics around open smart cities. We 
are dedicated to helping municipalities implement smart city projects in a manner that 
empowers their community, creates trust and strengthens accountability and transparency. 
Our Advisory Service offers various entry points for municipalities: at a strategic level, 
we offer personalized turnkey processes to guide municipalities through the elaboration 
of their smart city plan and data governance model, which includes a public consul-
tation process; at the operational level, we offer integrated technical guidance on various 
processes at the heart of smart cities projects (open contracting, standardization, data 
ecosystems mapping, etc.). 

Our experienced and diverse team of advisors supports municipalities and organizations of 
all sizes across Canada on a range of data and tech issues. Contact us at opennorth.ca for 
more information.

www.opennorth.ca
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Useful Resources

1. A neutral market assessment to fight energy poverty. Ferron, Pierre-Antoine; Pembleton, 
Corey. Future Cities (2020).

This document illustrates how the Market Neutral Analysis method can help a city solve 
problems.

2. Best Practices for TCO Costing. Greer, Doug, Scarlato, Jen. (2018).

Presentation on the benefits and models of total cost of ownership analysis.

3. Canadian Centre for Cyber Security.

A website that contains many tips and tools related to cybersecurity.

4. Controlling Corporate Lobbying and Financing of Political Activities. Transparency 
International (2009)

A document that discusses methods to better control commercial lobbying.

5. Total cost of ownership. ECPAR (2018)

Numerous practical tools in French to use total cost of ownership analysis.

6. ICC Anti-corruption Clause. International Chamber of Commerce (2012).

Basic contractual provisions to fight corruption.

7. Global Open Contracting Principles. Open Contracting Partnership.

Principles and standards to be followed by governments with respect to contractual 
transparency. Very detailed.

8. Controlling corruption risk in the public procurement cycle. République française (2020).

French government guide on best practices (in French)

9. Open Contracting and Public Procurement. Open Government Partnership. (2020)

Many useful resources.

10. Open Smart Cities Guide. Open North (2018).

Open North’s guide to the principles of smart, open cities.

11. The State of Open Smart Cities in Canada. Ahmed, Nabeel; Landry, Jean-Noé; Lauriault, 
Tracey; Pembleton, Corey; Planchenault, Melina. Open North (2019).

Panorama of Canada’s Smart and Open Cities.

https://www.municipalworld.com/wp-content/uploads/2020/09/Open-North-Case-Study-Bridgewater.pdf
https://cdn2.hubspot.net/hubfs/2652075/Downloadable_Files/regoUniversity%202018/Functional/TCO%20Best%20Practices%20for%20TCO%20Costing_SVMGT01.pdf
https://cyber.gc.ca/en/publications
Controlling Corporate Lobbying and Financing of Political Activities
https://www.ecpar.org/en/cout-total-de-possession
https://iccwbo.org/content/uploads/sites/3/2012/10/ICC-Anti-corruption-Clause.pdf
https://www.open-contracting.org/what-is-open-contracting/global-principles/
https://www.agence-francaise-anticorruption.gouv.fr/files/files/Guide_maitrise_risque_corruption-Hyperlien.pdf
https://www.opengovpartnership.org/policy-area/open-contracting/
https://docs.google.com/document/d/13Oz7fdN1fcX29FikKoMn28DUkH738_296bqZmnYKYAs/edit
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1sWySv6IDQE-Fyqm-FuU73NcIYqVJ8khi/view

